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Even the idea of the beginning...

Even starting with the idea...

Even thinking about writing...

    That one,

Even thinking about writing...

    No.

Maybe not that one

Starting to write...

Beginning to write...

Even thinking of beginning to write...

    Almost there...

Even the idea of thinking about writing...
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is complicated
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Semi-understanding what people say.

Medio masticado.
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Saturday night. my house

I start with this as a reference for you to understand 

the situation a bit more.

Sometimes,

my mind drifts away from the conversation to a        

buzzing sound in the  background, the invisible noise 

that surrounds us all. She looks at me with a half-laug-

hing / half-confused expression on her face. I see her 

wondering if I fully understood the funny story. 

I want to say I did to show her I am able to understand 

her language....you see I do this thing that even if  so-

metimes I am not listening I mimic people’s facial ex-

pressions so they think I am following what they say. 

This time they were laughing therefore I was laughing 

too.
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‘Did you get it?’ - She asks. 

My stupid half- laughing half-confused face wants to 

say yes. My voice takes over and says no.

‘I got distracted’ - I said. 

Good answer.

It happens very often that I get distracted. I don’t have 

ADD, ADHD or any of those CAPITAL letter condi-

tions, I just get distracted pretty often and by now she 

already knows that.

I guess this is a result of the conditioning that the inter-

net has on me and my concentration. I let it overflow 

my retina with data, from tab to tab I have learned to 

jump from war news to contemporary art to my sister’s 

dinner posts.
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They say that since 2009 our average attention span, 

the amount of time that we can concentrate on some-

thing without getting distracted, has reduced from 

twelve to eight seconds. 

 

 

 

         

  One second less than a Goldfish.
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The buzzing sound is still in the background.

She translates the funny part of the story and laughs. 

They all laugh again. I also laugh, this time for real. It 

was a funny story, I just can’t remember it.
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Una realidad malcocida

no terminada

mita-mita

half way
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Alles wat je moet doen is de kat uit de boom kijken
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All about watching the cat out the tree you know?
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I love you or te quiero.

We are laying in my bed when it happened alt-

hough it wasn’t the first time.

I wanted to tell her with one or two words how I felt 

for her but didn’t really dare to say I love you.

Me: ‘It’s difficult to tell others that you love them 

because one is afraid that they will not say it back’

Her: ‘I don’t know what to say’

Me: ‘You don’t have to say anything’
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I love you and te amo. Both feel difficult to say. Not 

because of fear, they just feel alienating. Saying it 

in Spanish doesn’t feel right because I barely speak 

anymore, specially not with her and English is not 

our mother tongue.

They both feel so corrupted. Like an easy way to 

verbally express the amalgamation of feelings to-

wards her.
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 I don’t know what to say’

Sometimes I wonder if she understands everything 

I say.
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I told it to her once before though. 

It was the night and we were high, this time on her 

bed.

‘I love you’

She didn’t reply or I can’t remember...only the fee-

ling...felt stupid to say.

Not because of her lack of response but because of 

the language I used. I felt so much love inside and 

got it corrupted by those two too simple words.

In Spanish you have Te quiero and Te amo. Te qui-

ero means I want you but not in a physical way, not 

necessarily. It is quite emotional. You use te quiero 

when you don’t dare to say te amo.
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I could tell her te quiero but I feel more than te qui-

ero for her. I could say te amo but perhaps I still 

don’t fully dare. It also feels weird to say, to anyone, 

even if it’s in Spanish.
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Spoken language can be awkward. It is easier to text 

someone and tell them how we feel because we can 

compose the message, edit it. Or completely detach 

it from real words.

ILY feels easier to write than I Love you.

Facial expressions get replaced by emojis and wei-

rdly enough we connect with them, feeling they de-

liver the right emotion.

Perhaps next time I’ll send her a 

  HASHTAGILOVEYOU.

Could be that feels more than IRL

.

Or not.
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It was love at first face
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RUPSJE
NOOIT 
GENOEG
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RAPS 
NEVER

ENOUGH
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are you the kind of person who eats her pindaqueso met 

stukjes of zonder?
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We don’t eat meat

we don’t eat fish

‘how do you compensate?’  we get asked that a lot.

The easy answer is to drop some fancy names like 

amino-acids and probiotics. That normally shuts 

people down since they realize they have no clue 

what you are talking about. I also have no clue but 

I tend to think that if I make them aware of all the 

terms I know and they ignore, they will realize 

how little they know about ‘compensating’.
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‘But you do eat cheese right?’

‘Yeah, I love cheese’

‘Ah good, at least you ge THOSE vitamins’

Cheese is always the peace-maker in this kind of 

conversations. Everyone likes cheese and everyone 

likes to know you like cheese. Cheese is good, chee-

se is lekker.
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I know my body lacks vitamins, I know it because 

I get sick pretty often. I feed myself quite healthy 

but I don’t really take into consideration to take the 

vitamins I lack. 

Supplements are a good alternative but I am too 

lazy to pop pills every morning.

The nature winkel is my usual hang out. I am a 

sucker for all these healthy foods I normally can’t 

afford. Spirulina, Chia seeds, coconut oil, Goji bes-

sen, Maca,

 and Kefir. When I want I can be the Açai-smoothie-

bowl-for-breakfast-kind-of-girl but lately I’ve been 

into the pindakaas broodje.

Pindakaas-broodje-for-breakfast-kind-of -gal.
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Constantly seeking to upgrade our biological bo-

dies through exercise, superfoods, apps and gad-

gets but still falling asleep with the laptop on the 

lap, getting distracted by falling in love or spending 

too much time scrolling down our Instagram feed.

Bodies age, fall apart, shrink and swell and we’ll do 

what we can to slow down the   process.
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Prosthetics  

prosthesis

prothesis

si

si

si

We don’t eat meat.

We don’t eat fish.

but why? Is it a decision based on the environment? 

or does it make you sad?

well let me tell you, there is nothing in the world 

that bacteria didn’t do first.
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Lacan addressed animals as this entity which is able 

to make traces but not erase them. 

On the other hand he does gives this attribute to 

humans. 

So, first the humans then the animals. 

Where does technology stand? below in the middle 

or on top ?

Technology is able to create traces and spread them 

at infinite speeds faster than humans and is also 

able to erase them. Through a fail in the system, bil-

lion of data can disappear. Human beings are invol-

ved but is no longer the human who erases, he just 

pushes the button and the machine does the job. 

 

 

Humans have indeed the power to erase, 

machines too 

and dogs can eat homeworks.
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Imagine the invisible.

A room full of the invisible.

To do so one has to imagine a room and fill it up 

with something visible.

Once it has become visible, one should proceed to 

make it invisible.

Wait. No.

Once it has been seen it cant be unseen.
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I used to be the kind of person who has a Nokia 

phone. No Iphone. Made me feel cool and special 

since I was one of the few left. Sometimes it would 

ring and I would proudly let it ring for a few se-

conds more than needed so people around me 

would listen to that good old ringtone. 

tu ru ru ru tu ru ru ru tu ru ru ru rú

tu ru ru ru tu ru ru ru tu ru ru ru rú

tu ru ru ru tu ru ru ru tu ru ru ru rú
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I liked it, I could drop it and open beers with it.

Eventually, I discovered the powers of      Instagram 

and Whatsapp. 

I wanted an Iphone, but still the plan was to keep 

the Nokia. Iphone for whatsapp and Instagram. 

Nokia for calls and texting. (and coolness)

I bought a cheap Iphone 4 on the internet. Ready 

to use, super excited I realized I needed a sim-card. 

I had time to go to Vodafone to find the right one 

and so I did.

As I enter the shop this tall, bald man with a red 

t-shirt on approaches me.
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‘Kan ik uw helpen?’

‘Yes!’ I say. ‘ Could I please have a Bodafone sim-

card for my iphone?’

He looks extremely confused, he does not under-

stand what I need from him.

‘A Bodafone sim-card please’

‘Bodafone? aaaah FODAFONE!’

A pronunciation soup. 

V for B. V for F. 

Vodafone.

Bodafone.

Fodafone.
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It wasn’t all about the nokia-ringtone-coolness. I 

was also trying to scape the ocean of electromag-

netic radiation. I simply did not want to contribute 

with the invisible waste world pollution.

A constant transmitter and receiver of informati-

on, immersed in a ghost jungle of signals and wa-

ves. We can’t see them but they are there, here, all 

around us. Wireless devices such as mobile phones, 

GPS navigation systems, laptops, satellite commu-

nication, microwave ovens, garage door openers, 

bluetooth, wireless headphones, activity monito-

ring wristbands, radars among others. Everyday 

more and newer technologies come into the mar-

ket. Increasing the electromagnetic traffic. We feel 

compelled to upgrade to a better phone for better 

selfies and faster downloads . A health tracker that 

will measure correctly the amount of vitamins my 

body lacks.

 My WIFI router isn’t fast enough send me a new 

one.
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Old gadgets get thrown away and replaced by bet-

ter, faster, (not necessarily) stronger ones. After all, 

new things are being built to break fast so we again 

buy a new one. Take for instance the Iphone battery 

scandal where Apple admitted slowing down the 

performance of older devices in order to ‘prolong 

the life of phones’. 

E-waste is the fastest growing component in the 

garbage world. Discarded iphones, not good en-

ough Tvs, printers, electronics toothbrushes and 

radios no one wants anymore.

I had a standing point, I still try to stick to it...
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I joined the Iphone game though. Gave in. I now 

add my part into the electromagnetic radiation 

soup. 

No excuses.

I shall burn in the E-waste hell and all because of 
my Instagram scrolling addiction. 
 

   LOL
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When all has become visible,

 we will dream of being blind.

When all has become known,

We will dream of being stupid.

When all has become all,

We will dream of nothing.





super doei.


